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Transmission and reception of digitally modulated microwave (MW)
and millimeter-wave (MMW) radio signals in point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint systems are widely investigated t1Ft6l. This
paper addresses the problem of digital MW/MMW radio reception
and demodulation in the simultaneous presence of additiue Gaussian
white noise [7], [8] and radio-frequency interference in the radio
channel. First a novel representation of receiver interference
immunity is shown and experimental examples are given. Then we
present simulation results for links employing quadrature amplitude
modulation (QnU1. Receiver constellation diagrams suggest a very

demonstrative explanation of bit error rate (BER) degradation due
to the interference signal. Finally, based on this physical model,
analytical expression is developed to estimate the BER.

I. INTRODUCTIOII

In digital MWN,IMW radiocommunication links radio-
frequency interference (RFI) is a principal source of BER
degradation [9]- [12]. Tlansmitters of other communica-
tion links operating closely or inside the frequency band
of our communication channel act as interference sources
and result in degradation of reception quality.

Different techniques have been developed to avoid RFI.
The main possibilities are multiplexing in the spatial, in
frequency or in time domain. Spatial separation is a rather
complex but perspective possibility in mobile systems ap-
plyrng adaptive antonnas [13]. Intelligent phased arrays
can follow the moving subscriber with a very narrow an-
tenna beam. By this method, same radio frequencies can
be reused simultaneously within one microcell or picocell.
Interference is not encountered, but the complexity of the
base station is significantly increased. Time domain sepa-
ration is successfully employed in fixed MW networks such
as low and medium capacity point-to-multipoint (PMP)
time division multiple access (TDMA) radio systems U4)-
Ui). By means of proper channel allocation frequency
domain separation is already standardized for MW point-
to-point (PP) radio links [18] -[20). It seems to be the
most obvious solution in the MMW range where high ca-
pacity systems can benefit the inherent advantage of the
wide available radio spectrum [21)-[26]. Future wireless
broadband .services will find available free radio spectrum
in the, Zu, 42 or 60 GHz communication bands 11,31, [27],
[28]. Using proper radio channel allocation and any of the
above mentioned multiplexing techniques in the radio net-
work, undesired interference effects can be reduced [29],

[30]. Unfortunately RFI cannot be completely eliminated,
therefore it should be taken into account with accurate
models during the system planning [31].

Comparing interferer signals to thermal noise a signif-
icant difference is observed in their power spectral den-
sity (PSD). In most of the realistic cases the interferer
signals do not have constant PSD within the frequency
band of our digital receiver. Therefore well established
thermal-noise-like models cannot provide correct predic-
tion of BER performance. The resulting BER depends
not only on the amplitude but also on the frequency an<l
spectral characteristics of the interferer. Naturally, ther-
mal noise always contributes to the B E R. Finally, it is
rather difficult to derive exact models for the case of in-
terfered radio reception in the simultaneous presence of
additive Gaussian white noise (AGWN) [3), [32].

2. INTERFERE[lCE SEI\lSITIVITY

OF DIGITAL RADIO RECEIVERS

First the degradation of B E,R due to RFI in digital
radio receivers operating at MW or MMW frequencies is
studied. The importance of good selectivity and inrmunity
of the receivers employed in the digital communication link
is emphasized.

2.1. Elements of the digital radio link

Fig. 1 shows the general model of a 4 state eAM
radio transmitter (often called as 4-QAM or ePSK). The
upconverter oscillator operates in the MW or in the
MMW band. The carrier signal f c is modulated digitally
so information is transmitted to the receiver at MWMMW
frequencies.
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Fig. 1. Block diagrant of the QPSK transrnitter



The general block diagram of dual-downconversion MW
or MMW digital radio receivers is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a typical dual-downconversion MWIMMW
digital receiver

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the model of the entire digital com-
munication link. As it is shown AGWN and interference is

added to the desired signal in the radio channel.

Fig. 3. COMSIS model of the interfued digttal communication link
with AGWN [29]

2.2. Co-channel and a jacent channel interference

In the absence of interferer signals entering the receiver
shown in Fig. 2, the B E R is mainly determined by the
signal-to-noise (SA{) ratio. The BER(S/lf) function has

the well known erf c(r\ shape t1l-t41. It is shown by
the lowest curve of Fig. 4, indicating the case of values
measured on a 38 GHz receiver. The parameter of the
curves is the signal-to-interferer (S I I) power ratio.

As seen the B E R is deteriorated when the interferer
signal appears in the frequency band of the desired signal.
At a given received signal level (RS L) the B E R degrades
as the level of the interferer signal increases. Without RFI
or for very low interferer levels (S lI = m) the usual
thermal noise limited B E R(RS -[) curve is recovered.
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Fig. 4. Measured co-channel interference curves vs. RSL of a

38 GHz 8 Mbitls digttal receiver

Fig. 4 indicates the conventional representation of
B E R, degradation caused by co-channel RFI. Similar
curves are obtained either for sinusoidal or for like-
modulated interferers. But for each different interference
frequency a new set of B E R(RSI) curves should be
plotted. As a comparison, effect of adjacent-channel RFI
is depicted in Fig. 5. Now due to the selectivity of the digi-
tal receiver, higher level of the interferer signal is tolerated
compared to the case of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Measured adjacent-channel interference vs. RSL of a
38 GHz I Mbitls dtgital receiver

2.3. Receiver and demodulator thresholds

The curves of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 can be represented in
another way as well. Fixing the B E R at a given consternt

level (e.g. at 10-6), corresponding S lI values are plotted
in Fig. 6 as a function of the RS L.

These curves exhibit two asymptotes [12], [30], [3a]. As
the RS L of the digital receiver is increased the S f I ra-
tio can be decreased maintaining the same B E R level.
But even for very high RS L values, depending on the
predeflned error rate, a minimally required S f I Level rc-
mains, which is always essential for the demodulation. It is
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denoted the demodulator threshold and its value depends
mainly on the actual modulation mode used and on the
quality of the receiver. The demodulation threshold is

typically between 10 and 16 dB for commonly used digital
modulation modes [9], [11], [29)- [32]. On the other hand,
if we decrease the RS L, at the receiver sensitivity thresh-
old the correct demodulation will be distorted by errors. At
the absence of RFI or at negligible interferer levels, the
reception is limited by the thermal noise, which is always
present in the channel. Fig.7 shows the thresholds of the
digital receiver for co-channel and adjacent channel inter-
ference in a common plot.
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3 SIMULATIOI\I OF RADIO INTERFERENCE

Using Monte-Carlo method of a communication system
analysis software we modeled RFI of 4-QAM and 16-QAM
receivers. The simulation tool used for the analysis is

called COMSIS [33]. In Fig. 3 the model of the digital
link has been already shown. In the figure we can see

the transmitter part, the radio channel and the receiver
part. The transmitter is modulated by a pseudo-random
bit sequence (PRBS) and in the radio channel additive

noise and an interferer signal is added to the digitally
modulated MWA{MW signal. The interferer can be either
a sinusoidal tone or a modulated signal. The receiver
filters and demodulates the radio signal.

3.1. Simulation results with 4-QAM

First we plotted interference immunity contours of a
4-QAM receiver. In Fig. B the curves are constructed
from several points where each point represents a series of
consecutive simulation runs. At a given frequency offset of

Lf : "fiNr - fnx (1 .)

the simulation starts with a very low interferer level.
The B E R corresponding to this signal-to-interferer power
rutio (S lI) is calculated. Then at this ,frNr frequency the
interferer amplitude is increased until the B E R becomes
10-3. The frequency band of interest has been traced for
two different cases: the upper curye shows like-modulated
interferer, while the lower curve is plotted for a sinusoidal
CW tone.
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Fig. 8. Simulated results of 38 GHz QPSK reception under

sinusoidal and likc-modulated interference, with Nyquist filter of
cv : 0.5 roll-offfactor

Then we plotted the constellation diagrams of the 4-
QAM receiver. The ideal signal at the transmitter output
has a constant amplitude with a phase distributed equally
between the values of r f 4, ilr f 4, fu 14 or -r f 4 due
to modulation of the carrier with a random bit sequence
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 9 shows digital reception corrupted only by AGWN.
Instead of dots, we observe an uncertainty in the signal
space due to noise [B]. In Fig. L0 interference is also
introduced in addition to AGWN. Now, instead of dots we
observe circles. This effect is mentioned only in a very
few literature [9]-[11]. To our knowledge such simulated
results have been presented previously only in l3Ll, [32).

3.2. Simulation results with 16-QAnn

Very similar results are obtained for 16-QAM links.
Fig. 11 shows the case without interfering tone.
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Fig.9. Simulated constellation diagram of 38 GHz 4-QAM signal

com'tpted only by AGWN
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Fig. 10. ConstelLation diagram of 38 GHz 4-QAM signal com.rpted

by sinusoidal CW interference and AGWN

Similarly to Fig. 10, Fig. L2 represents the case of
simultaneous noise and interferer present in the radio
channel.
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Fig. 11. Simulated results of noisy 38 GHz 16-ga11a reception

without interference
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Fig. 12. Simulated results of 38 GHz 16-QAM, interfered reception

with S lI : 75 dB

4. llllODEL OF RFI

In this part we explain the result of Fig. 10 and Fig. 12

by phasor representation of the interferer signal rotating
in the signal space. Based on the vectorial explanation of
Fig. 13 we develop a mathematical method to estimate the
B E R degradation of the interfered radio link.

Fig. 13. Gray coded 4-QAM signal. Interference at frequency

.fiyr : /s * A1 is represented in the signal space by a vector

rotating around the symbol and deplacingAGWN

In the mathematical model we discuss the case of
4-QAM for simplicity, since the method can be followed
for higher order QAM links similarly. First we suppose
that each symbol has the same probability. So the symbol
error probability is equivalent to the error probability of
one symbol:

. (2.)
14

i I "','T
i=7
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Therefore it is sufficient to calculate with only one
symbol. For acceptable B E R levels, most of the errors
result from confusion of two neighboring symbols. Since
generally Gray coding is used, confusion of neighboring
symbols induce only one bit error as depicted in Fig. 13.
So, we can deduce the bit error probability P" as:

P"- Psymbol e"orf2.
The received signal is located on a circle (Fig. 10,

Fig. LZ). The circle has a radius of I and its center is in
point AlO, AIO on the constellation diagram, where
I and A represent the interferer and signal arnplitudes, re-
spectively. The interferer has a uniform phase distribution
in [0, 2zr), since it is represented in the signal space as a
phasor rotating with an angular speed of Ac.r - 2r Lf :

drNr(t) - (rt*t - uJ5)t * do. (4.)

Finally, the B E R can be calculated as:

P"- rt"

Ji" do (5.)

where o2 represents the noise power lfoB"q present in
the channel. Now we can compare the effect of like-
modulated and sinusoidal interferers. If "fiNr f /s1 then
we will observe circles of same radii around the symbols
to be detected in both cases. It is due to the fact that in
4-QAM links theoretically the amplitude is not modulated.
But sinusoidal interferers have a narrow spectrum and
they are filtered out by the receiver as soon the interferer
frequency falls out from the receiver bandwidth. QAM
modulated interferers have wider spectrum containing
spectral sidelobes. For carrier frequencies falling out from
the RX bandwidth, there is still some sigfficant portion of
the PSD that falls into the reception band, explaining the
result of Fig. 8.

5 MEASUREI,IENT OF RFI

In [35] we presented a test method for the RFI immunity
characterization of MW arnd MMW digital receivers. The
typical measurement setup is shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Measurement setup for RFI sensitivity tests of MIIIMMW
digital radio receivers

The interferer signal is introduced either by a radio
transmitter (TX) similar to that of transmitting the wanted

ftted
f,ttenuator

signal or by a synthesized signal source. The interferer
signal frequency fi is tuned over the frequency band of in-
terest around f nx, the nominal reception (RX) frequency
of the receiver under test. At each ft interference fre-
quensy, the amplitude of the interferer signal is increased
until the predefined constant BER value (typically between
BER - 10-6 and 10-3) is not achieved. The interfer-
ence test is shown in laboratory environment in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Photograph of interference tneasurement setup of a 15 GHz
digttal radio receiver

5.1. lttleasured interference clntlurs
Measured S f I contours of a 4-QAM digital receiver

having programmable IF filter bandwidth and operating at
15 GHz are plotted in Fig. 16. Channel capacities of 16x2,
8x2, 4x2 and,ZxL Mbit/s have been tested, respectively. The
curves are drawn for the S f I ratios degrading the error
free connection to BER - 10-6 due to the presence of
a sinusoidal CW interferer. In Fig. 16 the measured points
have been normalized to the midband S f I rctio denoted
as S lI(f px) as'

(S llcw)norr' : S llcw(A/) - S llcw(f nx) (6.)
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Fig. 16. Normalized signal-to-interferer ratios resalting in
B E R: 10-6 of a 15 GHz 4-QAM digital receiver

The normalizing factor and the shape of the curves of
Fig. 16 depend on the capacity of the digital channel as

well as on the quality of the receiver. Applying higher
interferer levels inside the RX channel, the reception
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becomes faulty. However, outside the reception channel
the radio receiver tolerates interferer levels of about 70 dB
higher than the wanted signal.

It is worth to compare Figs. 4-5 to Fig. 8 or to Fig. 16.
Curves of Fig. 8 and Fig. 16 recall the frequency response
shape of bandpass filters. In fact, all the frequency se-
lective elements within the radio chain (Fig. 2) have their
influence on the shape of the measured curve. Its width
is determined mainly by the receiver IF stage. IF filter
and amplifier characteristics should be fitted to the symbol
rate of the radio link to reduce noise as much as possible.
But the shape of the curves depend on the modulation
format, the spectral characteristics and spectral efficiency
of the transmitter, as well as on the bandwidth of the RF
amplifiers, on the scrambling and error correction algo-
rithms used (e.g. Viterbi or FEC). Fig..16 gives a better
understanding of digital receiver immunity and selectivity.
Applying the presented method, we performed RFI sensi-
tivity measurements of several MW and MMW FSK and
QAM receivers operating in the L:5,3.5, 15, 1,8, 23,26 and
38 GHz frequency bands. The method has the advantage
of simplicity, meanwhile the radio receiver can be treated
as a "black-box".

5.2. Receiver image rejection

In addition to co-channel and adjacent channel RFI
tests, image rejection and spurious reception properties of
the receiver under test can be traced too. Image rejection
is typically better than 70 dB. As a counter example Fig. 17
shows measured results of a poor quality 23 GHz digital
receiver. The radio utilizes single downconversion from
the MW range to IF so image rejection is weak.
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Fig. 17. Measured signal-to-interferer ratio resulting in
B ER: 10-6 in a 23 GHz digital radio receiver
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6 COI'ICLUSIONS

In the paper BER performance of MWA4MW dig-
ital links has been investigated in presence of radio-
interference in the wireless channel. In pp radio links
other transmitters occur as interference sources. In PMP
systems interfering signals exist due to neighboring micro-
cell or picocell base stations. Effect of interference has
been widely studied in digital radio theory [1], [3], l4l,
t9]. RFI tolerance became a standardized parameter of
MWMMW receivers recently [34], [36], [37], [38].

Until now however, less attention has been forwarded
to the explanation and correct modeting of RFI. In our
paper first simulation results have been presented. Then
mathematical discussion of the problem is developed based
on a very demonstrative vectorial explanation. Finally,
an efficient method was shown for testing selectMty of
MWMMW digital radio receivers. Compared to previous
interpretations of RFI, the measured values are presented
by curves recalling the shape of a bandpass fllter response.
It gives a better understanding of digital radio receiver
immunity and selectivity.

Measured results have been shown for L5, 23 and 38
GHz receivers appropriately indicating the necessity of
good receiver immunity and selectivity to avoid interfer-
ence and BER degradation in wireless communication
channels.
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RADIOINTERFERENCIA DIGITALIS OSSZEKOTTETESEKBEN

GHISLAINE MAURY, BEAIRICE CABON
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Digitiilis mikrohulliimti r6di6aisszekiittet6sek minos€get nem csupiin a csatorniiban fell6p6 additlv gaussi leh6rzaj hatiirozza meg Fl, [8]. A

riidiofrekvenciiis spektrum egyre telitettebb6 y6l6sa riidid-interfer€nciiihoz vezet t11, t3l, 141, t24. Celliis rendszerekben p€ldiiul a szomsz6dos

celliik ad6i l6pnek fel inte(erenciaforriisk6nt. Mig a szimbolumkiizi 6thall6s (lSl) ielensdge a szalirodalomban rdszletesen t6rshlt [2], addig a

r6di6frekvencids interferencia (RFl) temaktir6vel iitlogdan csak n€h6ny szerzd foglalkozik [1], [3], [9]-[12].
Cikkiink a mikrohulliimri, ill. millimdteres-hulliim( r6didiisszetiitt€t6sek bithibaariinyiival foglallozil fehdnaj 6s interferencia egyiittes

ielenl6te esetdn. A digitdlis rddi6vevitk interferencia€rzdkenysdg€nel bem[tat6sa utiin sziimitdgdpes ]endszerszimuliil6cidval nyert eredmenyeket

mutatunk.
R€szletesen foglalkozunk QAM rendszerekkel, t€kintettel arra, hogy i6 spektr6lis hat6lonys6guk miatt lassan kiszoritjAk a iagyom6nyos

frekvenciabillentyiiz6ses (FSK) rendszereket. A szimuliici(ik eredm€nye szeml6letes filikai magyariizatot s€jtet, amely v€giil elvezet a probldma

mat€matikai tiirgyaliisiihoz. Az 6ltalunk ismertetett modell kiinnyen €rthetii veltolos 6brdzol6son alapul, €s a bithibaariinyra numerikusan

modellezheto eredm€nyt ad. Ez a koriibbi kiizelfto sz6mltiisokhoz k€p€st (amelyet pl. fehEnajk€nt modellezt€l az interf€rer6ld jel

hatiisiit) szemleletesebb €s p0ntosaDb. Egyfttal leh€tosdget ad eltdro spektr6lis tuladonsiigf intrrfer6ld jel€I hatdsdnak iisszehasonlit6siira is.

M€rcslechrikaiegyszerlis€ge miatt a szinuszos, illetve az azonos moduliicios mOdot alkalmaz6 interleriild ielek a legaltalmasabbak efl digitiilis

vevd interlerenciattiles€nek yizsg6latdra. A szendk tudomiisa sze nt a ket mildsi m6dszer kiizti iisszehasonlitiist a szakirodalom ezideig nem

tiirgyalta.
V6gezetiil a probldma hmertet6se, a szimuldcid ds a matematikai modell eredm€nyeinel 6ttekintdse utdn konkr6t m€r6si eredm€nyeket

mutatunt. A toriibbi anal6g m€resim6dszerek helyett a bemutatott mikrohullam[ digitiilh mdr6si m6dszer egyik nagy el6nye, hogy a digitiilis

r6di6vev6 ,,fekete dob0zk6nt" kezelheto. A vevo szeleltivitiisitulajdonsdgaia riidi0 megbontiisa n€lkiil m€rhetok. T0v6bbii a m€res remcsak

a v6teli s6v liizvetlen kiirnyezet€ben vegezheto el, hanem sz6l€s s6vban, gy p€ld6ul a tiikiir-, illetve egy€b parazita-vctelifr€kvenci6lon is.
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